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Abstract

Let (X, G, U) be a continuous representation of a Lie group G by
bounded operators 9 1--4 U(g) on the Banach space X and let (X, g, dU)
denote the representation of the Lie algebra g obtained by differen
tiation. If at, ... ,ad' is a Lie algebra basis of g, A = dU(ai) and
AQ = Ail'" A ik whenever a = (it, ... , i k ) we consider the operators

where the CQ are complex coefficients satisfying a weighted strongly el
liptic condition in which different directions may have different weights.
This condition is such that the class of operators considered encom
passes all the standard strongly elliptic operators. vVe prove that the
closure H of each such operator H generates a holomorphic semigroup
S with holomorphy sector which contains a non-empty subsector de
termined by the coefficients and independent of the representation.
Moreover, the semigroup S has a smooth representation independent
kernel and we derive bounds on the kernel and all its derivatives. Fi
nally we establish elliptic regularity properties for the operators and
their powers and characterize the analytic and Gevrey vectors. As a
corollary we derive optimal growth bounds for the eigenfunctions of
the anharmonic oscillators p2m + Q2n.
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1 Introduction

Within the general theory of elliptic operators the twin notions of subelliptic operator and
weighted elliptic operator play related but distinct roles. Subellipticity is based on the
idea that there is a certain subset of preferred directions but in the weighted theory all
directions are allowed although some have a greater weight, or preference. Both concepts
have non-commutative aspects and are naturally described in the setting of Lie groups. In
this paper we develop the theory of weighted strongly elliptic operators for Lie groups in
analogy with the subelliptic theory. 'rVe start with a basis for the Lie algebra, give each
direction a weight, define weighted strongly elliptic forms and then introduce weighted
strongly elliptic operators associated with an arbitrary strongly continuous or weakly*
continuous representation of the Lie group on a Banach space. Under a suitable condition
on the Lie algebraic structure we prove that the closure of each such operator generates
a continuous semigroup, which has a representation independent kernel. We then derive
kernel bounds, regularity and analyticity properties, et cetera.

The simplest illustration of the applicability of the weighted theory involves the Heisen
berg group G and the anharmonic oscillator. Let U be the standard irreducible unitary
representation of G on L2(R) and a}, a2, a3 a basis of the Lie algebra £1 of G such that the
representatives Ai = dU(ai) are given by A} = -iP, A2 = iQ and A3 = iI, where P and Q
are the self-adjoint operators in L2 (R) such that (Pf)(x) = if'(x) and (Qf)(x) = xf(x)
for all f E C~(R) and x E R. Then [a}, a2) = a3 and a3 is central. Now the Laplacian as
sociated with the basis a}, a2, a3 or the sublaplacian associated with the algebraic subbasis
a}, a2 both give a description of the harmonic oscillator, e.g., - L:~=l A~ = p 2+Q2. There
fore the oscillator fits equally well into the theory of strongly elliptic operators or the theory
of subelliptic operators on G. But the anharmonic oscillator p 2+Q4 does not correspond
to a subelliptic operator although it can be expressed in this form by the introduction of a
different Lie group G1 and Lie algebra £1}. Let £1} denote the subalgebra of the enveloping
Lie algebra of £1 generated by the elements a}, a~. Thus £1} is four-dimensional and has a ba
sis b} = at, b2 = a~, b3 = a2a3, b4 = a~. The corresponding simply connected group G1 has
a unitary representation U} on L2(R) such that if B i = dU}(bd then - L:f=l Bl = p2 +Q4.
Nevertheless, marginally more complicated operators such as p 4+ Q6 cannot be incorpo
rated in a subelliptic framework. The suba.lgebra of the enveloping algebra generated by
a~,a~ is not finite-dimensional. All the operators p2j + Q2k with j,k E N are, however,
weighted strongly elliptic operators in the sense we describe in this paper. Since we estab
lish that all the main features of the usual theory of strongly elliptic operators or subelliptic
operators extend to the weighted case the latter theory incorporates results which are not
a direct consequence of the standard theory.

Background material for elliptic operators on Lie groups can be found in [Rob2], [VSe]
and relevant results for subelliptic operators in [JSCl], [NSW), [RoS], [San], [Var]. Related
results for weighted operators occur in [DzH), [Hebl], [Heb2], [Dzi].

Throughout the sequel we adopt the general notation of [Rob2]. In particular G denotes
a d-dimensional Lie group which we assume to be connected because all analysis takes
place on the connected component of the identity. The Lie algebra of G is denoted by £1.
Furthermore (X, G, U) is used for a continuous representation of G on the Banach space
X by bounded operators 9 1--+ U(9). Both strong and weak* continuity are considered.
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Moreover, if ai E g then Ai (= dU(ai)) denotes the generator of the one-parameter subgroup
t H U(e- tai

) of the representation. Let al, ... , ad a basis for the Lie algebra g of G. Let
WI, . .. , Wd E N, which we call weights. Throughout this paper we assume that the
structure constants cfj' defined by [ai, aj] = 'L%=l ct·ak, are such that if cfj '# 0 then
Wi +Wi - 1 ~ Wk. So

L
kE{I, ... ,d}

Wk~Wi+Wj-1

Set

W = lcm(wl"'" Wd) ,

d

D' = LWi
i=l

For the multi-indices we need we introduce the following notation. If n E No let

n

In(d) = El1{l, ... ,d}k
k=o

and set
00

J(d) = U In(d)
n=O

If a = (i l , ... , in) E J(d) we denote the length n of a by 10'1 and set

n

110'11 = L Wi k

k=l

Ilxll n = max IIAaxll , Nn(x) = max IIAaxll ,
aEJ(d) aEJ(d)
1IL>II~n lIall=n

where

if a = (it, ... , in).
Let mEN and let C: J(d) ~ C be such that C(a) = 0 if 110'11 > m and there exists

at least one a E J(d) with 110'11 = m and C(a) i- O. We write Ca = C(a). The principal
part P of C is the form

{
C(a) if 110'11 = m ,

P(a) =
o if 110'11 < m .

The formal adjoint ct of C is the function ct: Jm(d') ~ C defined by

where a. = (in, ... , id if a = (it, ... , in). We call C a weighted strongly elliptic form
of order m if

Re L ca(iO" > 0
aEJ(d)
Ilall=m
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for all ~ E R d with ~ =I 0; where we define ~Ol = ~il'" ~in for all ~ E Cd and Q =
(it, ... , in) E J(d). It easily follows that 2Wi I m for all i E {I, ... , d}, and hence 2w I m.
We then consider the weighted strongly elliptic operators

dU(C) = L cOlAOl

OlEJ(d)

with domain D(dU(C)) = X m • If (F, G, U.) is the dual representation of X, G, U) then
dU.(C t ) is called the dual operator and denoted by Ht.

Define a modulus I . I on R d by

d

1~12w = L l~d2W/W;
i=1

If II . II denotes the Euclidean norm on R d, then

II~II ~ VdI~1 and I~I ~ 1I~lIl/w

for all ~ E R d with II~II ~ 1. lvloreover, for tt > 0 define a scaling IU: R d
--+ R d by

Iu(~t, .•. , ~d) = (ttWl~l"'" ttWd~d)' Then lIu(OI = ttl~1 and IU(~Ol) = ttIlOlIl~Ol for all Q E
J( d). Let

p = min{Re L cOl(ioa: ~ E R d
, I~I = I}

OlEJ(d)
IIall=m

be the ellipticity constant of the weighted strongly elliptic form C. Then

Re L ca(ioa ~ Jtl~lm
aEJ(d)
lIall=m

for all ~ E Rd. Moreover, let

Oc = sup{O E (0,1r/2] : { L ca~Ol: I~I = I} C A(1r/2 - O)} ,
OiEJ(d)
lIall=m

where A(O = {z E c: largzl < OJ. vVe say that a quantity depends continuously on the
form C if it is majorized by a function which is an increasing function in each of the moduli
ICa I of the coefficients COl and a decreasing function in the ellipticity constant p.

One of the main theorems of this paper is the following.

Theorem 1.1 Let C be a weighted strongly elliptic form of O1·der m. Let H = dU(C) be
the associated weighted strongly elliptic opemt01'. Then one has the following.

I. The clOSU1"e H of H generates a continuous semigroup S.

II. The semigroup S is holomorphic in a seet01' A(0) = {z E C : Iarg z I < O} whe1'e the
angle of holomorphy () satisfies the bounds (}c ~ () ~ 1r/2.

III. For all t > 0 there exists /(t E np>o L1 (G; ePl9ldg) such that

StX = fa dg /(t(g) U(g)x

for all x EX. The function /(t is representation independent.
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In addition we obtain smoothness properties and 'Gaussian' bounds for the kernel I<t
and use these to establish a variety of regularity and analyticity properties of the operators
and the representations. In particular we prove that the weighted analytic elements of
each continuous representation coincide with those of the fractional powers H1

/
m

of the
weighted operators. The proof is based on a simplification of the Nelson-Goodman result
[Nel] [Goo1], given in the appendix of the latter paper, for regular representations and
unweighted operators together with a version of the interpolation argument of [Rob1].

As an illustration reconsider the Heisenberg group on L 2(R). Let j, k ~ 1 be integers
and assign the weights k, j, 1 to the directions aI, a2, a3 in the Heisenberg Lie algebra. Then
(-l)i Aii +(-1t A~k +(-1 )ikA;ik = p 2i +Q2k +I is a weighted strongly elliptic operator
of order 2jk. Therefore the theorem covers all the cases of the anharmonic oscillator
mentioned above. Moreover, by specializing our results to the oscillators we are able to
derive new properties of certain Gel'fand-Shilov spaces. As a corollary we establish that
the operator p 2i + Q2k + I has a discrete spectrum and its eigenfunctions <pI, <P2, . .. can
be extended to entire functions on the complex plane satisfying growth bounds

I ( + . )1 < _a"lxl(j+k)!J+bn\YI(j+kl{J<Pn x zy _ cne

for some an, bn, Cn > O. This fully answers a question raised by Goodman [Go03].
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we prove the above theorem on R d

for the left regular representation. In Section 3 we prove the first two statements of the
theorem and in Section 4 we introduce a distance on G, finish the proof of Theorem 1.1
and prove kernel bounds, including bounds on all the derivatives. In Section 5 we present
regularity theorems and in case of unitary representations we obtain optimal regularity.
Then in Section 6 we characterize the weighted analytic and Gevrey vectors of a general
continuous representation in terms of the weighted operators. Finally, in the last section,
we discuss several illustrative examples including the anharmonic oscillators.

2 Semigroups on L 2(Rd ) for pure m-th order opera
tors

Let C be a weighted strongly elliptic form of order m which equals it principal part. In
this section we prove that H = dL( C) is the generator of a holomorphic semigroup on
L2(Rd

) where L denotes the left regular representation of R d on L2(Rd ). Let B: R d --+ C
be defined by

B(O = L ca(i~t
aEJ(d)
Ilall=m

and for t > 0 define I<t: R d --+ C by

Since the action of H corresponds to multiplication of the Fourier transform with the
function B and since Re B is positive definite it follows that H closed.
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Proposition 2.1

I. Define St on L 2(Rd
), for all t > 0, by Se-p = I<t * r.p. Then S is a holomorphic

semigroup with holomorphy sector A(0) where 0 E [Oe,1I"/2] and with generator H.

II. The function J(t is infinitely differentiable for each t > O. Moreover, for all a E J(d)
there exist a, b > 0 such that

uniformly for all t > 0 and ( E Rd. The constants a, b depend continuously on the

form C.

Proof The first statement follows because the action of St is to multiply the Fourier
transform by e-tB • The second statement is a direct analogue of Proposition 1.5.3 of
[Rob2] but some differences enter because we now use the modulus ( ~ '(I. Nevertheless,
one has estimates such as

(1)

for all (, 'TJ E R d and a suitable C > 0, which follow by scaling. Therefore arguing as in
[Rob2] one finds the bounds

for t = 1. Next, for ~ E R d and c> 0 define

Then obviously
f«(,c) :::; el-(I~lmc-I)I/(m-l) (2)

for all ( E R d with "I :::; 1 and c = 1. But fCru(O, c) = fee, cu-m) for all ( E Rd, c > 0
and u > O. Hence one deduces first that (2) is valid for all I~I :::; 1 and 0 < c :::; 1, then for
all ( E R d and 0 < c :::; 1 and finally for all ( E R d and c> O. Thus

I(AO'I<d«()1 :::; eae-(I~lmc-l)l/(m-l) .

Now one can drop the restriction on t by a scaling argument. o
Next we introduce another class of differential operators which turns out to be very

useful in the next section in the proof for general Lie groups that weighted strongly elliptic
operators generate holomorphic semigroups.

Lemma 2.2 Let W be an open neighbou1'hood of the identity element 0 in R d and r.p: R d -+

C a Coo -function. Then for each n E N the following are equivalent.

I. (AO'r.p)(O) = 0 for all a E J(d') with lIall < n.

II. For every compact neighbo1t1'hood J( of 0 such that J( C W there exists c > 0 such

that 1r.p(OI :::; cl(ln for all eE I<.
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Proof By the usual Taylor formula we can write

<p(~) = E (AQ<p)(O)~Q + O(II~IIn) = E (AQ<p)(O)~Q + O(I~ln)
QEJ(d) QEJ(d)
IQI~n IQI~n

But if a E J(d) with 101 :::; nand 11011 ~ n then (AQ<p)(O) ~Q = O(I~j1QI) = O(I~ln), where
we have used (1). Hence

<p(~) = E (AQ<p)(O) ~Q + O(leln
)

QEJ(d)
IIQlI~n

Now the implication I:::}II is obvious.
II:::}I Suppose that 1<p(OI :::; cl~ln for all ~ E K. Then <p(0) = o. We shall prove by

induction on k that (AQ<p)(O) = 0 for all a E J(d') with 11011 = k. Let k E {1, ... ,n} and
suppose that (AQ<p)(O) = 0 for all a with 11011 :::; k - 1. Then

E (AQ<p)(O) eQ= <p(O +
QEJ(d)
IIQII=k

E (AQ<p )(0) ~Q = O( 1~lk+I)
QEJ(d)

n~IIQII>k

Next fix ~ E Rd. Then for all u > 0 one has

Uk L (AQ<p)(O) f:Y = L (AQ<p)(O) /u(OQ = O(hu(Olk+I) = O(uk+1
)

QEJ(d) QEJ(d)
IIQII=k IIQlI=k

Therefore LQEJ(d), IIQlI=k(AQ<p)(O) eQ = O. This is valid for all eand since the Ai commute
one obtains by differentiating that (AQ<p)(O) = 0 for all a with 11011 = k. 0

Let M J denote the operator of multiplication with the function f. An n-th order
differential operator with variable Coo-coefficients fQ'

L = E .MfaA
Q

,

QEJ(d)
IIQlI~n

on an open set VV containing the identity element 0, is defined to be an operator of
actual order N if there exist a, S > 0 such that

I/Q(e)1 :::; alelna(N)

for all a E J(d) with 11011 :::; nand eE B s n IV where nQ(N) = (11011- N) V 0 and Bs is the
ball with radius s. It follows immediately from the previous lemma that if L 1 and L 2 are
differential operators with variable coefficients and actual order N 1 and N2 then L 1 0 L 2 is
an operator of actual order N1 + N2 •

The resolvent of the closed operator H is defined by the Laplace transform

(>'1 +H)-1 =100

dt e->.tSt

for>. E C with Re>' sufficiently large. But then it follows from the estimates of Proposition
2.1 that (>'1 + H)-1 has a kernel R.\ given by

R.\(O =100

dt e->.t Kt(O

6



and R).. E LI with
IIR)..lh ~ a(ReAt l

for a suitable a > 0 and all A E C such that Re A > O. Since f{t E COO(Rd ) for t > 0 it
follows that R).. E COO(Rd\ {O}). Moreover, Aa R).. E LI for all 0' E J(d) with 110'11 < m and

IIAaR)..lh ~ a'(Re A)-(m-1al)/m

for Re A > O. (For a related detailed discussion of strongly elliptic operators see [Rob2]
Section III.6b and Appendix A of [EIR4].) Higher derivatives of R).. are, however, not in
L1 because of singularities at the identity e. Nevertheless we now note that differential
operators of order larger or equal to m but with actual order less than m do map R).. into
LI .

Lemma 2.3 If L is a differential operator on }IV of actual 01'de1' N with N E {O, ... , m -I}
and B is a compact subset of tV then 1BLR).. E L I and there a1'e a > 0 and w 2:: 0 such
that

for all A E C with ReA> w.

Proof Given the Gaussian bounds of Proposition 2.1.II the proof is almost identical to
that of Lemma 4.13 in [EIR2]. Therefore we omit further details. 0

3 Weighted strongly elliptic operators

In this section we want to extend the generator theorem of the previous section to general
groups and arbitrary continuous representations. Let (X, G, U) be a continuous represen
tation of a Lie group G and aI, ... ,ad a basis of the Lie algebra g of G. Let C be a weighted
strongly elliptic form of order 111, P the principal part of C and H = dU(C) the corre
sponding weighted strongly elliptic operator. Our aim is to construct a local parametrix
for AI + H, i.e., an approximate inverse of the form

U(c.p) = Ldgc.p(g)U(g)

where c.p E L I has compact support, and hence deduce that H generates a holomorphic
semigroup. The parametrix is constructed by first replacing the group G by the group R d

considered in the previous section and then approximating (AI + Ht l by the resolvent of
a comparable operator associated with Rd. The proofs are very similar to those of Sections
5 and 7 in [EIR3] but somewhat simpler.

First, if c.p has compact support then U( c.p )Xoo ~ Xoo and if c.p is smooth

(1, (.AI + H)U(c.p)x) = (1, U( (AI + Hdc.p)x)

for all x E Xoo and f E :F where Hi denotes the operator expressed in terms of the
generators Ai of left translations on Co(G) and :F is the dual, or predual, of X. Note that
this could also be written as

(f,()..] +H)U(c.p)x) = fa dgc.p(g)(()..] +Hl)1/J) (g)

7
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where Hl is the dual operator, also on Co(G), 'ljJ(g) = (f,U(g)x) cp'(g) and cp' E C~(G)

with cp' = 1 on a neighbourhood of suppcp. Thus since 9 ~ (f,U(g)x) is a COO-function
for x E Xoo the equality (3) is valid for all cp E L l with compact support and cp' E C~(G)
with cp' = 1 on a neighbourhood of supp cp, by continuity. Therefore the construction of
a local approximation to (>"1 +H) is reduced to the analogous problem for (>"1 + HI) on
Co(G) and this can be solved by reduction to a calculation on Rd by use of the exponential
map.

Let 0 C G be an open relatively compact neighbourhood of the identity e E G and
Wo an open ball in 9 centred at the origin such that explwo : vVo ~ 0 is an analytic

diffeomorphism. Set' a{ = Ef=l ~iai for ~ E Rd, set W = {~ E R d : ae E Wo} and
for cp:O ~ C define <p: vV ~ C by <p(0 = cp(expa{). Then there are COO-vector fields
Xl, ... , X d on W such that

(Xi<P)(O = (Aicp)(expad

for all cp E C~(O), where the A l , ... , Ad are generators of left translations. Set U(O =
U(expad. If 0 is small enough, there exists a positive COO-function a on W, bounded from
below by a strictly positive constant, such that all derivatives are bounded on Wand

f dg cp(g) = f d~ <p(0 a(OJn Jw
for all r.p E L l (0; dg). vVe normalize the Baal' measure on G such that 0"(0) = 1. Then,
with Hx and Hl the elliptic operators constructed from Hand Ht with the vector fields
Xi replacing the generators Ai, one has

(Hl~,O"<p) = f d~ a(O<p(~)(Ht~)(~)Jw J

=(Hr~), cp) = ('ljJ, Hcp) = (a~, Hx<p)

for all cp, 'ljJ E C~(O). So by continuity

t ' ,
(Hx'ljJ, a<p) = (a'ljJ, Hx<p)

is also valid in the sense of distributions for all r.p E L l (G; dg) with supp cp C 0 and for all
'ljJ E C~(O). Then (3) can be reexpressed as

(1, (>"1 + H)U(cp)x) = JRd d~ a(~) <p(~) ((JI + Hl )~) (~)

= (O"~, (>..1 + Hx )<p) (4)

where 'ljJ(g) = (f,U(g)x)cp'(g) and cp' E C~(O) with cp' = 1 on a neighbourhood of suppcp,
valid for all cp E L l (G ; dg) with supp cp C O.

In the case G = R d we are precisely in the situation of Section 2. Let Xi denote the
vector field on R d by left differentiation in the i-th direction. So

where ei = (0, ... ,0,1,0, ... ,0) is the i-th basis vector. We identify a vector field on R d

with the corresponding differential operator which, in general, has variable coefficients.
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The key observation is the next lemma which expresses the fact that the Xi and Xi are
very similar. It is this lemma that requires the conditions on the structure constants:

L
kE{l, ...,d}

Wk~Wi+Wj-1

Lemma 3.1 For all i E {I, ... , d} the diffe1'ential operator Xi - Xi is of actual order
Wi -1.

Proof Let <1> be the restriction of the map ef--+ exp a~ to W. There exist s > 0 such that
{e : IIell < s} ~ TVo. The function

w(e, 7J) = <1>-1 (exp ae exp a7j)

is analytic on a neighbourhood of (0,0) and by decreasing s we may assume that this
neighbourhood contains {e : IIeli < sp. We may also assume that the series for W in
the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula ([Hoc], page 112) is absolutely convergent on {e :
IIell < sp. Let W = L~=l Wn be the series expansion of W in this formula, with each Wn
homogeneous of order n, where homogeneity is with respect the Euclidean norm.

Now fix i E {I, ... , d}. Then for all eE 1,Vo with IIeil < s and lei ~ lone has

((Xi - Xi h?) (0 = dd <p(exp( -tad exp a~)1 - dd <p(exp(a~ - tai))1
t t=o t t=O

d 00 I d I= d<P( <1>( L Wn ( -tei, 0)) - d<P(exp(ae - tai))
t n=l t=O t t=o

d(ood I)= {; ?; elt[Wn(-tei,O]k t=o (DkCP)(e)

for all <p E Coo (!1). So for all k E {I, ... , el} with Wk - (Wi - l) > 0 we have to examine
the expression

00 d IL -/ [W n(-tei, O]k .
n=2 Ct t=O

Let k E {l, ... , el} and suppose that Wk - Wi +1 > O. Now Wn is a homogeneous polynomial
of order n so by the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula there exist C/,i1, ... ,in _ 1 E R such
that

00 n-1 d

L L L IC/,i1, ... ,in_11 < 00
n=2 /=0 i 1 ,•••,in - 1 =1

and

d d IL -d [W n ( -tei, e)]k ak
k=l t t=O

=L CI,i1, ... ,in_leil ... ein_1rain [... , [aip [ai, [ai/+p" ., [ain_2' ain_1]...]]] ...]] ,

where the sum is over all / E {O, ... , n - I} and ill"" i n - 1 E {I, ... , d}. Now the
commutator is an element of g, so there exist Ak,l,il,...,in_1 E R, IAk,l,il, ...,in_11 :::; c~ for some
Cl > 0 such that

d

[ail' [... , [ai" [ai, [ai/+ 1,···, [ain_2 , ain_1]···]]]···J] = L Ak,l,il,...,in_l ak
k=l

9



(5)

(For example take CI = max ct.) But by assumption on the structure constants one has
Ak,l,il, ...,in_ l = 0 if Wil + ... + Win_l + Wi < Wk + n - 1. Moreover, for all j E {I, ... , d} one
has I~j I ~ 1~IWj ~ I~I. Combining these estimates one obtains

00 d IEdt [\lJ n ( -tei, O]k t=O

00 n-l

::; L L L ICI,il, ...,in_ll • leill· . ·1~in-lIIAk.l,ib ...,in_ll
n=2 1=0 il •... ,in_ l

Wi l + ...+Win_l +Wi;:::Wk+n - 1

00 n-l

<_ '" '" '" I Iltl Wil + ...+Wi n 1 cn
L..J L..J L..J ct,ilt ...• in _ l ." - I
n=2 1=0 il •...•in_ l

Wi l +...+Win_l +Wi;:::Wk+n - 1

Wk-Wi+l n-l

< '" '" '" \tIWk-Wi-11 I n +L..J L..J L..J." CJ,il,.·.,in_ l CI
n=2 1=0 il •...•in_l

00 n-l

+ L L L 1~ln-Ilcl,il, ...,in_ll C~

Since
00 n-l

'" '" "" Ic I (C It l)n-w
k+

w
i-

2 < 00L., L.J L...J l,i t , ... ,in - 1 1 ~

n=wk -Wi +2 1=0 il •...,in-l

for all I~I < cl l the lemma is proved. D
It follows immediately from this lemma together with the remark following Lemma 2.2

that

Hx = HP + H'

where HP = dLRd(P) and H' is an operator with actual order m ~ 1. Then the results of
Section 2 apply to Hp. In particular the action of the inverse of AI + HP is given by a
kernel R;.. E LI(Rd

) which satisfies the estimates of Lemma 2.3:

1d~ IB(~) I(LR,\)(OI ::; c(ReAt(m-N)/m
w

for any compact B C l,V and a differential operator L with actual order N < m.
Next let c.p,c.p' E C;'(W) with c.p(e) = 1 and c.p'(g) = 1 for all 9 E suppc.p and introduce

the integrable function c.p;.. with compact support supp c.p;.. ~ n by

rp,\ = R;.. . rp .
Then we evaluate (4) with c.p replaced by c.p;... One has

(f, (AI + H)U(c.p,\)x)

=lv d~ a(O ((AI + Hx)(R;.. . rp») (0 (f, U(~)x) rp'(e)

=lv de a(e) ((AI + HP + H')(R;..· rp»)(~) (f, U(Ox)rp'(e)

10



Now we analyze the two contributions in (5).
Since HP is an m-th order operator the first term can be reexpressed in the form

().I +HP)(R>. . <p) = ().I +HP)R>. . <P + 'L)LiR>.) . 'Pi
t

= 8 + 'L,(LiR>.) . 'Pi
t

where the sum is a finite sum and the L i are operators of order at most (m - 1) given by
linear combinations of products of the vector fields X j and 'Pi E C;'(W), both independent
of A, and supp 'Pi ~ supp <p. Therefore

where

is an integrable function with compact support which by Lemma 2.3 satisfies estimates

for all A E C with Re A > w for a suitable w ~ O.
The second term in (.5) is handled similarly. Now one has

The important fact is that H' and L~ are operators with actual order at most m -1 so one
again has

lv de u(O (H'(R.\ . )?)) (e) (f, U(Ox) )?'(e) = (I, U(v,i2
»)x)

where 'l/Ji2) is an integrable function with compact support which by Lemma 2.3 satisfies
estimates

for all AE C with Re A > w.
Combination of all these observations now allows one to conclude from (5) that

where 'l/J>. is an integrable function with compact support in n satisfying estimates

for all A E C with Re A > w. This suffices to give the analogue for weighted operators of
Proposition 5.1 of [EIR3] for subcoercive operators.

11



Proposition 3.2 Let A E C with Re A > W ~ O.

I. If w is sufficiently large then there exist 'P>., 'ljJ >. E Ll (G ; dg) with compact support
such that U('P>.)X ~ D(H),

(AI + H)U('P.\)x = X + U('ljJ>.)x

for all x E X, and

for a suitable a > 0 independent of A. Moreover, there is a compact set [( C G such
that supp 'P.\ ~ [( and supp 'ljJ>. ~ [( for all A.

II. One may also find rp>., ;j>. E Ll (G ;dg) with compact support such that

U(rp>.)(AI + H)x = x + U(;j,\)x

for all x E D(H) and

IIrp.\lll ~ a'(Re A)-l , 1I~.\lh ~ a'(Re A)-11m

for a suitable a' > 0 independent of A. There is a compact set [( C G such that
supp rp>. ~ f{ and supp;j>. ~ [( for all A.

Proof The first statement follows for :r E A'IX> by the foregoing discussion and extends
to the closure X by density.

The second statement follows by considering the first statement for Ht acting on :F as
in the proof of Proposition 5.1 of [ElR3]. 0

Although the proposition is only formulated for A with Re A > w it is valid for a larger
set. Since

(Ae iB I + H) = eiB (AI + e-iB H)

and e-iB H is an operator of the type under consideration for 10\ < Oe Proposition 3.2
can be applied to each e-iBH. Moreover, since the parameters w, a and a' can be chosen
uniformly for this family of operators the parametrices for (AI +Hu) give parametrices for
(Ae iU I +H) by a simple transformation. These observations allow us to prove the first two
statements of Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 3.3 Let (X,G,U) be a continuous representation! al, ... ,ad a basis in the Lie
algebra g of G and C a weighted strongly elliptic form of order m. Suppose the structure
constants c7j! defined by [ai, aj] = E%=l Cfjak! are such that Wi + Wj - 1 ~ Wk if cfj =I- O.
Let H = dU(C) be the associated weighted st1'Ongly elliptic operator. Then one has the
following.

I. The closure H of H generates a continuous semigroup S.

II. The semigroup S is holomorphic in a sector A(0) = {z E C : Iarg z I < O} where the
angle of holomorphy 0 satisfies the bounds Oe ~ 0 ~ 7r /2.

III. H = Ht*.

12



Proof The proof is based directly on the use of the parametrices constructed above and
is a direct repetition of the proof of Theorem 5.2 of [EIR2]. 'vVe refer to the latter paper
for details. 0

The parametrix method makes it possible to compare the domain of H with the differen
tial structure of the representation associated with the basis aJ, ... , ad, i.e., the spaces Xn •

This in turn allows one to deduce smoothness properties for the action of the corresponding
semigroup S relative to the differential structure.

Theorem 3.4

I. If 1 ~ k < mn then D(H
n

) ~ X k and there exists c> 0 such that

(6)

for all x E D( H
n

) and € E (0, :l.]. In pa7'ticular

00

Xoo = nD(H
n

)

n=l

and the semigroup S generated by H maps into the smooth elements, z.e.,

for all t > O.

II. If kEN then the1'e exists Ck > 0 such that

for all t E (0,1] and x EX.

Proof If n = 1 we can use the previous parametrix, if n > 1 we first have to construct a
parametrix for (),.I + H)n. We use all the notation introduced above. Moreover, we let J(

be the kernel of the semigroup generated by the closed operator HP = dLRd(P) associated
with the left translations on L 2(Rd ) as in Section 2. Then it follows by the estimates of
Proposition 2.1 that (),.I + HPtn has a kernel R~n) defined by

for all sufficiently large),. E R and all ~ E Rd. Also A0 R~n) E L1(Rd) for every multi-index
a with 110'11 ~ mn - 1 and we have the estimates

for some a > 0 and all large ),. > O. So Lemma 2.3 extends to R~n) in the following way. If
L is a differential operator on IV of actual order N with N E {O, ... , mn - I} and B is a
compact subset of T-V then 1BLR~n) E L1(Rd ) and there are a > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

(7)
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for all A E (w,oo). Moreover, (AI +HP)nR\n) = ~ as a distribution on Rd. For A sufficiently
large define the integrable function (An) with compact support supp cp\n) ~ n by

.(n) R(n) •
CP>. = ,\ . cP •

If H' = Hx - HP as before, with H' an operator of actual order m - 1 we can write, using
the fact that HP has order m,

(AI + Hx t = (AI + HPt +L Ak1 Lk2.k3

where the sum is over all k1 , k2 , k3 E No such that k1 + k2 + k3 = nand k3 ~ 1. The
operator Lk2 ,k3 has actual order mk2 + (m - 1)k3 • Using the inequality

11
1 AkIL. R(n)11 < aAkI A-(mn-mk2-(m-1)k3)/m = aA-k3 /m < aA-1/msuppcp k2 ,k3 >. 1 _ _

and arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.2 we see that there exist 'lfJin) E L1(G; dg)
with sUPP'lfJin) C n such that

(AI + HtU(cp\n») = 1+ U(tj'in»)

and
II'lfJin)liI ::; aA-l/m

for all A > w with w sufficiently large.
Next, let 0: = (ill' .. , id E J(d) and suppose that 110:11 ::; mn - 1. Then for all ~ E W

(Ail" . AkCP>.)(exp a.d = (XiI' .. Xik<P,\)(O

= ((XiI + (XiI - XiI))'" (Xik + (Xik - Xik))(R>.· <p))(~) .

Now (XiI + (XiI - XiI)) ... ()(k + (Xik - X ik )) is a differential operator of actual order
110:11 by Lemma 3.1. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.2 and using the inequalities
(7) we obtain that AI ... AkCP\n) E L1 and

II Ail' .. A ik cp~t) IiI ::; aA -(mn-lIoll)/m

for all A > w with w sufficiently large.
Now the proof of Statement I is based on the representation

(AI + H)-n = U(cp\n»)(I + U('lfJin»))-l

which leads to estimates

IIAO(AI + H)-nxll ::; c'A-(mn- lIoll)/mll x ll

for all 0: E J(d) with 110:11 ::; mn - 1 and for all x E X and large A. Taking E proportional
to A-l/m and rearranging it follows that

IIAoxli ::; E
mn-lIo ll\lH

n
x\l + c"'E- lIoll llx\l

for all x E D(H
n

) and for small positive values of Eo Statement I then follows.
Next, since S is a holomorphic semigroup, there exists C1 > 0 such that IIFStll ::; C1rn

for all t E (0, 1] and Statement II follows from Statement I by replacing x by StX and taking
c proportional to t 1/ m ,

We refer to [ElR3], and in particular the proof of Theorem 5.3, for details. 0
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Corollary 3.5 The space Xoo is a C01'e for H.

Proof By Theorem 3.4.1 the space Xoo is invariant under the semigroup S. So Xoo is a
core for H by [BrRl] Corollary 3.1.7 since Xoo is dense in X, 0

Note that the property StX ~ Xoo , t > 0, immediately implies that S leaves the
weighted Cn-subspaces invariant. But in general the representation U does not leave Xn

invariant even if the representation is unitary (see Example 7.7).

4 Kernels

In this section we prove that the semigroup S constructed in the previous section has a
representation independent kernel J( and we derive 'Gaussian' type bounds on the kernel
and its derivatives. But we first need to introduce a suitable distance on the connected
group G and for this we proceed as in [NSW] Definition 1.1..

Let B i be the left invariant vector field which corresponds to ai, i.e.,

(Bi¥J)(g) = 1!¢(gexp(ta;))lt=o

for i E {I, ... , d} and ¢ E Coo (G). Then for 0 > °let C(0) be the set of all absolutely
continuous functions cp: [0, 1] --+ G which satisfy the differential equation

(8)

almost everywhere with
ICPi(t)1 < OWi

for all i E {I, ... , d} and t E [0,1]. Now we define the distance d(g; h) between two
elements g, h E G by

d(g; h) = inf{o > 0: 3<pEC(S)[CP(0) = 9 and cp(l) = hl}

Then d(kg; kh) = d(g; h) for all g, h, kEG. Moreover, we define the modulus 1·1' on G
by Igl' = d(g; e).

Remark This definition gives an Loo-version of the distance in contrast to the L2-version
used in [Rob2]. In the current context the L 2 distance would correspond to

d2(g;h)=inf fldtlcp(t)1 ,
<P Jo

where cp(t) = (CPl(t), .. " cpd(t)) E R d, with the cpi(t) as in (8) and the infimum is over all
absolutely continuous paths cp: [0,1] --+ G with cp(O) = 9 and cp(l) = h. Then obviously
d(g; h) ~ cd2(g; h), with c = d1/(2w), and it is probable that the distances d and d2 are
equivalent. In the usual case without weights the corresponding distances are actually
equivalent [JSC2] but the proof of the equivalence relies on the homogeneous property of
the Euclidean distance.
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Next, for s > 0 let
B; = {g E G : Igl' < s}

be the ball with radius s. If IB~ 1 denotes the measure of B~ with respect to a fixed
(left- )Haar measure on G, then it follows from Theorem 1 of [NSW] that there exist c, C > 0
such that

csD
' ~ IB;I ~ CsD

'

uniformly for all small s > 0 and hence for all s E (0,1]. Using Proposition III.4.2 of [VSC]
one deduces that the modulus I . I' and the usual modulus I . I are comparable for large
distances. In particular, there exists c' > 0 such that

c'-llgl ~ Igl' ~ c'lgl

for all 9 E G such that Igi ~ 1, or Igl' ~ 1.
Now we state the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 4.1 Let (X, G, U) be a continuous representation of the Lie group G and C a
weighted strongly elliptic form of order ffi. Then f01' all t > 0 there exists /(t E COO(G)
such that /(t E L1 (G ; ePlg1dg) for all p > 0 and

St3.~ = fa dg I{t(g)U(g)x ,

where S is the semigroup generated by the closure of the dU(C).
Moreover, for each 0: E J( d) there exist a, b > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

l/(t(g)1 ~ aCD'/mewte-b((lgl,)mt-l)l/(m-l)

I(AO /(t)(g) 1 ~ aC(D'+lIoID/m ewt e-b«(lgl,)mt-l)l/(m-l)

for all 9 E G and t > O.

Proof The idea is to construct a candidate for the kernel by approximation with the
kernel of a corresponding operator on Rd. Then we apply the para.metrix expansion for
the kernel.

Let /( be the kernel on R d corresponding to the operator HP = dLRd(P), the weighted
strongly elliptic operator with respect to the left regular representation on Rd and the
principal part P of the form C. If t ~ 0 we define /(t = O. It follows by a calculation
similar to the one in Section 3 that

as distributions on R x Rd, where

the sum is finite, the operators L j are operators with actual order at most m - 1 and
the 'Pi E C~(W). Now for t E R define the function /(}O) on G with compact support
supp /(t(O) ~ n by

;-((O) _ l{ A

l' t - l' t • 'P
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Then

(9)

Then d2 is locally equivalent to d by [NSW] Theorem 2. So there exist c, s > 0 such that
d(g j h) ~ cd2 (g j h) for allg, h E B~. In particular, Igl' ~ cd2(g j e) for all 9 E B~.

Now let eE R d be such that lei ~ s. Let rp: [0, 1] --+ G be an absolutely continuous
path such that rp(O) = e, rp(l) = exp(ae) and

17

Irpil < <5Wj

for all i E {I, ... ,d} and t E [0,1] where the rpi are constants. We define the quasi-distance
d'(g j h) between two elements g, h E G by

with

d'(g j h) = inf{<5 > 0: 3<pEC2(S)[rp(0) =9 and rp(l) = h]} .

d

ep(t) = BI = L {iBil
<p(t). <p(t)

t=l

for all t E [0,1]. Since leil ~ lel Wj for all i E {I, ... ,d} it follows that lexp(adl' ~ lei.
The converse inequality is valid only locally and is more difficult. For <5 > a let C2 ( <5)

be the set of all absolutely continuous functions rp: [0,1] --+ G which almost everywhere
satisfy the differential equation

for all { E Rd with I{I ~ 1.

Proof Let eE Rd. Define rp: [0, 1] --+ G by rp(t) = exp(atd. Let B be the left invariant
vector field on G corresponding to a~ E g. Then by definition of the exponential map one
has

clel ~ Iexp(adl' ~ lei

Lemma 4.2 The1'e exists c > a such that

uniformly for all t > a and { in a compact subset on which L is defined. for any operator
L of actual order N.

Our next step is to translate the bounds on J(t to bounds on IdO).

((at + HHIdO»))(g) = <5(t)<5(g) + Mt(g)

as distribution on R x G.
By Proposition 2.1 we have the following estimates for I( and its derivatives: for all

a E J (d) there exist a, b > a such that

I(AQI<t)({)1 ~ arD'/mr"QII/me-b(I~lmt-l)l/(m-l)

uniformly for all t > 0 and { E Rd. Then one also obtains

I(LI<d(OI ~ arD'/mrN/me-b(lelmt-l)l/(m-l)



with
l'Pil < OW;

for all i E {l,.,., d} and t E [0,1], where the 'Pi are constants. Let a = ,,£1=1 'Piai E £I and
B be the left invariant vector field corresponding to a. Then ep(t) = BI for all t E [0,1].

<,O(t)

So 'P is a Coo function and by the unicity theorem for integral curves (see, for example,
[SaW] Theorem 2.37) it follows that 'P(t) = exp(ta) for all t E [0,1], if s is small enough.
In particular, exp(ad = 'P( 1) = exp(a). Hence, if s is small enough, it follows that 'Pi = ~i

for all i E {l, ... ,d}. Thus I~il < OW; for all i E {l, ... ,d}. But there is aj E {1, ... ,d}
such that

so
oWj > I~jl ~ d-Wj/(2w)I~IWj

Thus 0 > d-w)/(2w)I~1 and d2(exp(a(); e) 2: d-wJ/(2w)I~I. This proves the other part of the
lemma. 0

We continue with the proof of Theorem 4.1. It follows from the previous lemma, Lemma
3.1 and the estimates (9) that for each 0: E J(d) there are a,b > 0 such that

I(ACl' /(~O»)(g)1 ::; aC(D'+IIO'IIl/me-b((lgl,)mt-l)I/(m-l) ,

, (I' l)l/(m-l)I(ACl'i\-It} (g) I ::; aC(D +1ICl'II+m- 1)/me -b (Ig )mt-

uniformly for all t > 0 and 9 E G, since Kl°) has compact support.
Let p ~ 0 and define Li and Li to be the Lrspaces with respect to the measures d9 eplgl'

and dg ePlgl ', where dg is the right-Baal' measure on G, with norms

Similarly let L'::.o be the space of measurable functions for which 9 ~ ePlgl'I'P(g) I is essentially
bounded with norm

II'PII~ = esssup ePlgl'I'P(g)1 .
gEG

Then ACl' /(1°) E Li if 110:11 ::; 111 - 1 and Aft E Li for all pER by a quadrature estimate.
We need one more technical lemma which is a weighted version of Lemma 7.3 of [EIR3].

Lemma 4.3 For each i,j E {I, ... , d} thel'e exists a function Ci,{ G -+ R such that

d

L(k-1 )AiL(k) - Ai = L e;,;(k)Aj

j=1

Proof Let s > O. Since Ad is a continuous homomorphism from G into £(£1) the lemma
is easily established if Ikl' 2: s. So let kEG, Il~I' ::; s. We may take s < 1 and assume that
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B~ ~ {expa~ : lei ~ 1}. Let i E {1, ... ,d} and eE R d be such that lei ~ 1. Then

Since Ad(g) maps 9 into 9 with uniform bounded norm if 9 is in a bounded set and
I~nl ~ 1~IWn for all n E {1, ... ,d}, the last term gives a contribution L:1=lC~j(~)aj, with
IC~j(k)1 ~ MI~lw. Similarly one has for the n-th term the contribution

d d

n!-l L ... L ~il ... ~dain' [... , [aill ad·· .]] .
i1 =1 in =1

But lain' [... , [ail' ad.·.]] = L:j cjaj where the j is such that Wj ~ Wil +... +Win +Wi - n.
On the other hand I~il ... ~in I ~ 1~lwil +...+Win. From these two observations it follows that
there exists Ci,j (k) E R, such that

d

L((expad-1)AL(expad - Aj = dL((Ad(expae)-l)ai - a;) = LCi,j(expadAj
j=l

Moreover, there exists 1\1 > 0 such that

for all eE R d with lei ~ 1. This proves the lemma since lei ~ ci expa~I' for some C> 0 by
Lemma 4.2. 0

We continue with the proof of Theorem 4.1. For n E N define inductively ](t(n)

_(I«n-1)*M)t, where the convolution product *is defined on R x G by

((()*1/JMg) = fR ds fa dh({)s(h}ljJt_s(h-1g)

= fR ds fa dh lfJt_s(h)t/Js(h-1g)
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Now one can argue as in the appendix of [BrR2] and in Section 7 of [EIR3] to show that
the definition of /{(n) indeed makes sense, the function /(I n

) is continuous for all t > 0 and
n E No, /(t(n) E Lf n Li n L':x, and, moreover, the sum

00

/{t = L: /(t(n)

n=O

converges in Lf n L':x,. The function /(t then satisfies the bounds

uniformly for all t > 0 and 9 E G. In addition, since for fixed a E J(d)

one can apply the above argument, together with Lemma 4.3, to deduce that

(
' l)l/(m-l)I(AO /(d(g)! ~ aC(D'+lI.:;lll/m ewt e-b (igi )mt-

uniformly for all t > 0 and 9 E G.
.Next we prove that /{ is the kernel of the semigroup S. By definition the function /{t

satisfies
((Ot + H)/{t) (g) = o(t)o(g)

as distribution on R x G. We use /{ to define a family of bounded operators. For t ~ 0
and x E X define Ttx by

Then by the 'Gaussian' bounds on /{t we see that Tt maps X continuously into X. More
over, one has bounds 1/Tt II ~ aewt for some (t, W > O. Our aim is to prove that St = Tt for
all t > o.

First let p > 0 and consider the left regular representation in the weighted space
Lf = L1(G ; ep1g1dg). Since /( satisfies 'Gaussian' bounds one may define the kernel R>. by

for all A E C with Re A large enough and introduce the corresponding operator T>. by

Then r>. is continuous. Now let cp,1/J E C~(G). For N E N let XN E C~(R) satisfy
o~ XN ~ 1, XN(t) = 1 if t E [0, N], supp XN ~ [_N-l, N + 1] and XN(N + t) = Xl(1 + t)
for all t E [0,1]. Moreover, set e>.(t) = e->.t and ~N(t,g,h) = 1/J(g)cp(h-1g)(e>.XN)(t). In
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the next calculation the operators act with respect to the g-variable, except the operator
Ht, which acts on the h. Then

((XI + Ht)1/;, r,\<p)

=fa dg fa dk100

dt ({-XI + Ht)1/;) (g) e,\(t) Kt(gh-1)<p(h)

= lim [ dg [ dk [':>0 dt (eXI + Ht)1/;) (g) e,\( t) XN( t) /(t(gh -1) <p(h)
N-ooJG JG Jo

= lim [dg [dk [00 dt((-Ot+Ht)(1/;0<P0(eXXN))(g,h,t)/(t(gh-1)
N-oo JG JG Jo

+ lim [ dg [ dk [00 dt1/;(g) e,\(t)x'rv(t) K t(gh- 1) <p(h)
N-ooJG JG Jo

= lim ldg [dk [oodt(1/;0<P0(eXXN))(g,h,t)(HKt)(gh-1)
N-oo G JG Jo

+ lim [dg [dk [00 dt(-Ot(1/;0<;?0(eXXN)))(g,h,t)/(t(gh-1)
N-coJG JG Jo

= lim [ dg r dh roo dt ~N(g, h, t)(H1\d(h)
N-oo JG JG Jo

+ lim [ dg r elh roo dt-(Ot~N)(g,h,t)/(t(gh-l)
N-ooJG JG Jo

= lim [ dg [ dh [00 dt (- at + Ht)~N)(9, h, t) /(t(h)
N-ooJG JG Jo

= lim [ dg~N(O,g,e)
N-oo JG

=(1/;,<P) .

So since r,\ is continuous it follows that

(10)

for all <p E Li and 1/-, E C~(G). But the space C~(G) is weakly* dense in L~;m by a line
by line extension of Lemma 2.4 of [EIR3] to weighted differentiable vectors. So (10) is valid
for all <p E L'{ and 1/; E L~;m' Therefore 1'A<P E D((J.I +Ht)*) and ()..I +Ht*)r,\<p = <po But
Ht* = H, so if Re).. is large enough one has r,\ = (>..1 +H)-I. Then for all <P,1/; E C~(G)
and Re).. large enough

100

dte- At (1/;,St<P) = (1/;,()"I +Ht 1<p)

= fa di~100

dt e-,\t 1/;(g) /(t(g; h) <p(h)

=100
dt e-·\t(1/;, Tt<p) .

So (1/;, St<P) = (1/;, Tt<p) and St = Tt. Therefore 5 has a kernel and this kernel is J(.

Since S is a semigroup it then follows that the kernel is a convolution semigroup, e.g.,
1\t * /(6 = /(t+6 for all s, t > O.

Next we deduce that /( is the kernel of the semigroup S generated by the closure of the
operator dU(C) for a general representation U. Let p > 0 be so large that II Sf/I :-s; M etp
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uniformly for all t > 0, for some M > O. Let

as before. It follows from the convolution property of ]{ that T is a semigroup, which
is continuous because of the 'Gaussian' bounds. Let HL and SL be the operator and
semigroup corresponding to the left regular representation in L~. Let c.p E LLJO and x EX.
Then for all t > 0 one has

Hence by the Duhamel formula

TtU(<.p)x - U(<.p)x = U(Sf<.p - <.p)x

= -U(l
t
dsHLSf<.p)x

= -It
ds (U(S~HL<.p)x)

Therefore

lIel (TtU(<.p):r - U(<.p)x) - U(H\,)xll = IlelI t
ds U(S~ HL<.p - HL<.p)xll

::; sup IIS~HL<.p - HL<.pIl~ \Ixll .
0<59

Since SL is a continuous semigroup, it follows that U(<.p)x is in the domain of the generator
H T of T and

HTU(<.p)x = U(HL<.p)x = HU(c.p)x .

Let 1) = {U(<.p)x : <.p E LL;,o, x E X}. Then HT 2 Hlv. But 1) is invariant under S
and dense in X. Therefore 1) is a. core for H by the same argument used in the proof of
Corollary 3.5. So HT 2 Hlv = H. Since a semigroup genera.tor does not have a strict
generator extension, it follows that HT = H and hence St = Tt for all t > O. This proves
that ]{t is the kernel of St. 0

Although we have derived upper bounds for the kernel, there are no lower bounds for
the kernel. In fact, the kernel corresponding to a weighted strongly elliptic operator is
positive only in the trivial situation that one has a real second order operator in the usual,
Euclidean, sense.

Proposition 4.4 The kernel ]{t is positive for all t > 0 if, and only if, all weights
WI, ... ,Wd aloe equal, m = 2w and the coefficients are real.

Proof It follows from the proof of Theorem III.5.1 in [Rob2] that H is a real second order
operator, the order counted in the Euclidean sense. Since the form is weighted strongly
elliptic, this implies that 2WI = ... = 2Wd = m. Thus all weights are equal. 0
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d

I(f Hnc; :1')1- ~ I(A~/Wi c;t (Ht)71-k-1 c;t f AW/WiHkx)1
, .... t·· - L....J 1* .... t/2 .... t/2' 1

;=1
d

::; L 271/2C1c2cn/211J11IIA~/Wi Hkxll
;=1

for some c > O. Therefore IIHnStx 11 ::; ct-n/2I1xllnw' But this implies that the space Xnw
is continuously embedded in the interpolation space (X, D(H

n
))2"..':,'OO;/(' Hence by the

reiteration theorem, [BuB], Proposition 3.2.18, it follows that for all 0 < 1 < nw one has
(X, Xnw);ilw,p;K ~ (X, D(F))i!n,P;K' This completes the proof of the proposition. 0

Corollary 5.2 Let p E [1,00]. Ifnt,n2 EN and 0 < 1 < nl1\n2 then (X,Xn1w)¢,p;K =
(X, Xn2w )J.... p.K'

n2 W ' ,

Proof By the inequalities (6) it follows that X n E J(l/m, X, DCli)). Statement I then
follows by the reiteration theorem, [BuB] Proposition 3.2.19.

Obviously Xnm is continuously embedded in D(Hn). Hence (X, Xnm)i!n,p;K is included

in (X, D(Hn))~,p;K by interpolation. Combination with Statement I gives II if n is a
multiple of m/w. The space on the right hand side of (11) is independent of n, if n is
large enough, so the same is valid for the space on the left hand side, as long as n is a
multiple of m/w. But the left hand side does not depend on H, so (X, D(H1n))~,p;K =
(X, D(H2n))~,p;/( if HI and H2 are weighted strongly elliptic operators of order ml and

1n2, respectively and n is large enough. So we may suppose that H = "£.1=1 (-1 )W/Wi A~W/Wi

and m = 2w.
Assume n is odd. The case n is even can be handled by a similar but easier argument.

Let n = 2k + 1, with kENo, and let Cl > 0 be such that II(Ht)n-k-l sill::; Clrn+kH for

all t E (0,2]. Moreover, there exists C2 > 0 such that IIA:/wi sill ::; C2t-1/2 for all t E (0,2]
and i E {I, ... ,d}. Now let x E Xnw . Then for all t E (0,1] and for all f E F, the dual, or
predual, of X one has

5 Regularity

Proposition 5.1 Let P E [1,00].

I. If 0 < 1 < n then

II. If 0 < 1 < nw then

In this section we prove some regularity theorems for weighted strongly elliptic operators
which are analogous to those for unweighted operators [EIR1] but there are some restric
tions placed by the weighting. vVe use the standard methods of interpolation theory and
adopt the notation of [BuB] for the intermediate spaces, interpolation functions, etc.



Proof Take H = 2:1=1 (_1)w/wi A~W/Wi with D(H) = X2w and apply Proposition 5.1.II
together with [BuB] Chapter 3. 0

Corollary 5.3 If k, n E Nand k < nw then there exists c > 0 such that

Ilxllk ~ cnw-kllxllnw + cc-kllxll
for all c > 0 and x E Xnw '

Proof It follows from the inequalities (6) and [Tri] Lemma 1.10.1(a) that

(X,XnwLL H( = (X,D(Hn))...!L 1K ~ Xk
nw' , nm' ,

This implies the corollary by the same lemma of [Tri]. 0
If n,k E N, , E (O,n) and p E [1,00] define the space (X,Xn),./n,p;K;k of k times

differentiable vectors for the Lipschitz space (X, Xn),./n,p;K by

(X,Xn),./n,p;K;k = {x E Xk : AQx E (X,Xn),./n,p;1( for all 0: E J(d) with 110:11 ~ k}

with norm

Ilxll,./n,p;l(;k = 1~~11IAQ;rll(X,Xn)"ln,p;K .

Then (X,Xn),./n,p;K;k is a Banach space. Note that the spaces (X,Xnw);,p;K;k are inde
pendent of n, if nw > " by Corollary 5.2.

Lemma 5.4 If n, kEN, , E (0, nw) and p E [1,00] then

(,Y,X(n+k)wLL±~ ,!( ~ (X,Xnw)...:L p·l(·kw
(n+k)w'P, nw' , ,

and the inclusion is continuous.

Proof It follows from Corollary 5.3 that Xkw E J( n~k' X, X(n+k)w)' Therefore by reiter
ation, Proposition 3.2.19 of [BuB],

(X, X(n+k)wL..l~ .1( ~ (Xkw , X(n+k)w)....L p.1( ~ Xkw ,
(n+k)w tP, nw' ,

with continuous embeddings. Now let 0: E J(d) with 110:11 ~ kw. Then AQ maps Xkw
continuously into X and ,l'(n+k)w continuously into Xnw' So by interpolation, AQ maps
(Xkw , X(n+k)w)~,p;1( continuously into (X, ;\:·nw)~,p;l(. Hence (Xkw , ;\:'(n+k)w)~,p;K is con
tinuously embedded in (X, Xnw);,p;K;kw and the lemma follows. 0

The next corollary shows that the Ckm-norm is dominated by the operator norm of H k
,

with respect to the Lipschitz spaces. vVe use IIxllE to denote the norm of a vector x in a
Banach space E.

Corollary 5.5 Ifn,k E N" E (O,nw), p E [1,00] and H is a weighted strongly elliptic
operator of O1'der m then

-k -k
{x E D(H ) : H x E (X, Xnw);,p;K} ~ (X, Xnw);,p;K;km

Moreover, if A is large enough then there exists c> 0 such that

II x ll(x,xnw )i!v,p;l(;km ~ cll(H + AI)kxll(X,Xnw)i!v,p;K

-k -k
for all x E {x E D(H ): H x E (X,Xnw);,p;K}'
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Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 5.4 and the reduction theorem [BuB],
Theorem 3.4.6. 0

There are two more types of interpolation spaces, which depend more explicitly on the
representation (see also [ElRI]). Let 0 be a bounded open neighbourhood of the identity
e of G, p E [1,00] and n E N then for each 'I E (0, n) define II . 11~'P'u : X -+ [0,00] by

IIxll~'P'u = IIxll + (ion dlln(g) (lgl--rIl(1 - U(gd) ... (1 - U(gn))xIlY) lip ,

where g= (gl' ... ,gn) and Igi = Igll'+...+Ignl'· Moreover, Iln is the absolutely continuous
measure with respect to the left Baal' measure on Gn with density g 1---+ Igl-nD'. The usual
changes are needed in the case p = 00. Then the Lipschitz space X";,P(U) is defined by

It is a Banach space with respect to the norm 11·1I~'p,u. Note that as the space is independent
of the choice of 0, up to equivalence of norms, we have omitted it from the notation.

Next we introduce a uniform version of the Lipschitz spaces. First, for each x E X and
n E No define w~n) : (0, (0) -+ [0, (0) by w~O)(t) = IIxll and

w~n)(t) = sup 11(1 - U(gd)··· (1 - U(gn))xll
9\,···,9nEG

19j1'9

for n E N. Secondly, for 'I E (0, n) define II . 1I~'P'w : X -+ [0,00] by

Then the space
X..;,p,W = {x E ,1': IIxll~'P'w < oo}

is a Banach space with respect to the norm II . 1I~'p,w.

If n is a multiple of tv we shall prove that these Lipschitz spaces coincide with the
corresponding interpolation spaces of Proposition 5.1. \Ve need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.6 If k, n E N with kw < n then there exists c> 0 such that

f01' all x E X kw and t E (0,1].

Proof First, it follows from the inequality (6) that the space (X,D(H
n

))n';,.,I;K is con
tinuously embedded in Xn (see [Tri] Lemma l.IO.I(a)). Bence there exists Cl > 0 such
that

for all x E (X,D(H
n

))n';,.,I;K.
Secondly, it follows as in the proof of Proposition 4.4 of [EIRI] that there exists C2 > 0

such that
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for all t E (0,1] and x E (X, D(Hn)).!i!!L 00'1('
nm' t

Thirdly, in the proof of Proposition 5.1 it has been shown that the space Xkw is con-
tinuously embedded in the interpolation space (X, D(1f)).!i!!L 00.1(' So there exists C3 > 0

nm' ,

such that

II x ll(.¥,D(Hn ».Ii.!!!. oo.K ~ c311 x llkw
nm' .

Combination of these three inequalities then gives IIStXlln ~ clc2c3t-(n-kw)/mllxllkw for all
t E (0,1]. 0

Now we are prepared to identify these various Lipschitz spaces in the manner of Theo
rem 3.2 [E1RI].

Theorem 5.7 lfn E Nand 0 <, < nw then

(X, Xnw)~,p;K = .:t:;w,p,w = X;W,P(U)

as Banach spaces.

Proof The proof of the inclusions

Xnw,p,w C Xmu,P( U) C (X D(Hn))...:z.. .'
'Y - 'Y -, nm ,p,h.

is precisely the same as in Steps 2 and 3 of the proof of Theorem 3.2 of [EIR1], so by
Proposition 5.1 we only have to prove that (,¥,Xnw)~,p;K ~ X;w,p,w. This is established
as in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 3.2 of [EIRJ], but there is a complication.

If x E X and x = Xo + xnw with Xo E .:t' and Xnw E Xnw then

W~nw)(t) ::; w~~w)(t) + wt~)(t) .

for all t E (0,1]. Let M ~ 1 be such that IIU(g)11 ::; !VI for all g E G with Igl' ::; 4. Then
wl~w)(t) ~ (1 + M)nwllxoll for all t E (0,1].

Similarly, if S is the semigroup generated by the closure of a weighted strongly elliptic
operator H of order 171 = 2nw then

(nw)(t) < (nw) (t) + (nw) (t)WXnw - w(l-Stm )~'nw WStmXnw .

There exists c> 0 such that IISsHyll ~ cs-1/ 2 I1yllnw for all s E (0,1] and y E XnW . Then
by a Duhamel estimate one obtains

w~;~tm)xnjt)::; (1 + A1)nw II (I - Stm)xnwll

::; (1 + l\lrwl tm
ds IISsHxnwll

::; (1 + l\1)nw l tm
ds cs-l/2I1xnwllnw

=2c(1 +1\lrWtnwllxnwllnw

So it remains to estimate wt:~njt).
Following an idea of Pesenson [Pes], we first prove that

d

w~l~ (t) ~ 2(1\1 + 1)w L: tWkw~~~:k)VO)((l +e)t)
k=l
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for alll E N, all X oo E Xoo , all t E (0,2] and all c E (0,1], where M is as above. For aj E g
let Xi be the corresponding left invariant vector field on G. So

- d I(XitP)(g) = -d ~'(gexp(tai))
t t=O

for every COO-function tP on G. In particular if

tP(h) = (f, U(h)xoo )

where Xoo E Xoo and f E :Foo , the space of Coo-elements for the adjoint representation on
the dual, or predual, :F, then

(XitP)(h) = (f, U(h)Aixoo ) •

Now if e.p : [0,1] --t G is an absolutely continuous path from e to g/ which satisfies the
differential equation

d

<j;(t) = L e.pj(t) Xii
. i=l ,;,(t)

almost everywhere with
le.pi(t)1 :S ((1 + c)lg/')Wi

for all i E {I, ... , d} and t E [0,1] then one has

(f, (1 - U(91))X oo ) = 1jJ(e) - 11'(gd
1 d

= -1 ds Le.pi(S) (f,U(e.p(s))Aixoo )
o i=l

1 d

=-1 ds L e.pi(S)((f, (1 - U(e.p(s)))Ajxoo ) + (j, Axoo))
o j=l

Moreover, 1e.p(s)I' :S (1 +c)lgd' for all s E [0,1]. Hence

l(f, (1 - U(gd):roo )I
d

:S L((l +c)lgd')Wi sup{I(j, (1 - U(e.p(s))Axoo)1 + l(j, Axoo)1 : s E [0, I])
i=l

Now replacing f by ((1 - U(gd) ... (I - U(g/-d))* f and taking the supremum over f
with IIJII :S 1 and Igd' :S t one finds

d

w~/~ (t) :S I)(l + c)t)Wi (w~~xc..,((1 + c)t) + w~~~ (t))
i=l

d

:S L((1 + c)t)Wi 2(.M + 1)WiW~:;:;)VO)((1 + c)t)
i=l

It now follows by iteration of this inequality that

wt,W)(t) :S C L t llall II Aaxoo II
aEJ(d)

nw2~lIall~nw
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for all t E (0,1]. Consequently

L
ClIEJ(d)

nw2~IICl1I1~nw

::; e' L
ClIEJ(d)

nw2~IICl1I1~nw

=e"tnWllxnwllnw

for some e', e", by Lemma 5.6. Thus

t 1lCll11 (tm)-(II Cl1 I1-nw)/m IIxnw ll nw

for some e > 0, independent of x and t and by taking the infimum over all decompositions
x = Xo + X n with X n E Xnw one concludes that

for all t E (0,1], where

IC~O,nw)(t) = inf{lIxoli + tllxnwll nw : x = Xo + X nw , Xo E X, X nw E XnW }

Therefore (X, Xnw)~,p;I< is continuously embedded in X.;,p,w.

Next we consider unitary representations.

o

Theorem 5.8 Suppose (X, G, U) is a unitary representation. Then one has the following.

I. The operator H is closed.

II. For all n E N and all large A > 0

D((AI + H)nw/rn) = Xnw

with equivalent norms.

III. There exist p > 0 and q E R, independent of the representation U, such that

for all x E Xoo .

IV. If n E N then
d

Xnw = nD(A~W/Wi)
i=l

Proof First let n E N and consider the operator

H = L (_l)IClIIA(ClI.,ClI)

CtEJ(d)
IICl1 II:::; nw
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with domain D(H) = X2nw where (0:.,0:) denotes the multi-index formed by composition
of 0: and the index 0:. obtained by reversing the order of 0:. Then H is a weighted strongly
elliptic of order 2nw. Clearly H is positive symmetric and by Theorem 3.3 the operator
H is a generator of a semigroup. Therefore H is self-adjoint. Hence

-1/2 ?-

D(H ) = (.1:,D(H)h/2,2;K = (X,X2nwhf2,2;K

by Proposition 5.1.
Alternatively, define h: X nw -t C by

h(x) = L IIAoxll 2

OtEJ(d)
IIOtIl~nw

Then h is a closed quadratic form and by the second representation theorem for quadratic
forms (see [Kat2], Theorem VI.2.23) there exists a positive self-adjoint operator J( such
that D(I(1/2) = Xnw and h(x) = 1IJ{1/2x Il2 for all x E Xnw . But one straightforwardly
verifies that J{ extends H and since both operators are self-adjoint J( = H. Consequently

IIH1/2:rI12 = L IIAOt xl1 2

OtEJ(d)
IIQII~nw

for all x E Xnw ' Therefore

Xnw = D(H
1
/
2
) = (,:t', X2nw )..!!.!!!.. 2"1<

2nw' ,

and the norms are equivalent.
Secondly, if Co is the form such that

d

Ho = dU(Co) = L(_1)W/WiA;w/Wi
i=l

then it follows from Proposition 5.1 that

(
---n/2 ---n

D Ho ) = (X, D(Ho ))~.2;K = (X,X2nw)2:u~.2;J( = Xnw

for all n E N with equivalent norms.
Thirdly, we prove the Garding inequality, Statement III. If J-L is the ellipticity constant

of the weighted form C, then the form ~C - 2-1J-LC;;/(2W) is also a weighted strongly elliptic
form, for which the corresponding operator is symmetric and its closure is self-adjoint and
a generator of a semigroup. Hence the closure of dU(~C - 2-1 J-L C;:/(2W») is lower bounded
by spectral theory. Let - p denote the lower bound. Then

for some p > 0 and q ~ 0, uniformly in x E Xoo • This proves Statement III. The inde
pendence of the constants on the representation follows from the fact that the semigroup
generated by dU(C) has a representation independent kernel and all constants involved
can be expressed in terms of this kernel.
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Fourthly, if C is a weighted strongly elliptic form then so is ctC. Therefore by the
above there exist p, q > 0 such that

(dU(CtC)x,x) ~ p(llxll m )2 - qllxll2

for all x E Xoo • Then
(II x llm)2:S p-1

11 dU(C)xll 2 + Qp-1 11 x 11
2

for all x E Xoo • Since Xoo is dense in D(dUeC)) and Xm is complete, it follows that
D(dU(C)) ~ Xm and in particular dU(C) is closed. This proves Statement I.

Fifthly, let H = dU(C). By the Garding inequality both the operators >..! + Hand
H;:/(2w) are closed maximal accretive operators with the same domain if >.. is large enough.
So by [Kat1] it follows that D((>..! +H)nw/m) = D(H;/2) = Xnw for all n E {l, ... ,m/w
1}.

Sixthly, let n E N and suppose that D((>"! + H)nw/m) = Xnw . Then

D((>..! + H)(nw+ml/m) = {:17 E D(H) : (>..! + H)x E D((>..! + Htw/m)}

= {x E D(H) : (>"! + H)x E Xnw }

= {x E D(H) : (H + >..1)x E (X, D(Hn+l ))(n~;V)m,2;K}

= {x E D(H) ::r E (X,D(Hn+1)) nwtm 2"!(}
(n+l)m' ,

= (X, D(Hn+1))~ 2'1(
(ntl)m' ,

= Xnw+m .

Now Statement II follows by induction.
Finally we prove Statement IV. Let x E n1=1 D( A7w

/
Wi

) and set C1 = ,£1=1 II A7w
/

Wi
X II +

IIxll. Let
d

H = L(_1)nw/wiA~nw/wi
i=l

which is weighted strongly elliptic of order 2mi'. Then for all y E X oo

d

I(x, (H + 1)y)1 = 1(-1 )n(:17, L A~nw/wiy) + (x, y)1
i=l

d

= IL(A7w
/

Wi x, A7w
/

Wi y) + (x, y)1
i=l

By Statement II there exists C2 > 0 such that

lIyllnw :S c211(H + 1)1/2y ll
for all y E Xoo • Since (H + 1)1/2 maps ,1'00 onto Xoo it follows that

I(x, (dU(C2n ) + 1)1/2y)1 :S clc211yll

for all y E Xoo and, by continuity, for all y E D((H + 1)1/2). So x E D(((H +1)1/2)*) =
D((H +1)1/2) = Xnw by Statement II again. 0

It is also possible to obtain regularity results for the left regular representation on the
Lp-spaces with respect to left Haar measure if p E (1,00). These are basically a result of
the good kernel bounds and the regularity on £2.
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Corollary 5.9 Let L be the left 1'egular 1'epresentation on L p , where p E (1,00) and let

H = dL(C). Then

I. The operator H is closed.

II. For all n E N one has

with equivalent norms, if ~ > 0 is large enough.

III. If n E N then
d

L - nD(A'?'w/w;)p;nw - I

i=l

Similar statements are valid on the space L p spaces with respect to right Haar measure, L p.

Proof The proof is precisely the same as that for the unweighted operators in [BER]. 0

Corollary 5.10 Let L be the left regular representation on L p , where p E (1,00) and let

H = dL(C). If () E (0, Oc) then there is a Vo ~ 0, independent of p, such that the operators
vI + H, v > Vo, have a bounded functional analysis over the functions which are bounded
and holomorphic in the sector A(<p) with <p E (1r/2 - O,1r].

Proof The proof is precisely the same as in [EIR4].

6 Weighted Gevrey vectors

o

For all ~ > 0 define the vector space X-\U) of weighted Gevrey vectors of order ~

for U by
X,\U) = {x E .1'00 : ~c,t>OVOEJ(d)[IIAoxll ~ etllolillaIP'\]} .

For many groups the space .1',\(U) consists only of the zero vector if ~ is small but for other
groups .1',\(U) is dense even if ~ = 0 . In the Euclidean case with all weights equal one and
~ = 1 the space G1(U) is precisely the space ,-1.'a(U) of analytic vectors for U, see [Rob2]
Section 11.2. Moreover, the space Xa(U) is dense in X by Nelson's theorem [Nel] (see also
[Rob2] Theorem 11.2.2). Therefore it follows in the weighted case that Xa(U) ~ X1/n(u),
where n = min(wl,"" Wd). So the space ,Y-\U) is dense in X if ~ ~ l/n.

Next, if T is an operator on X we define the vector space G.\(T) of Gevrey vectors
of order ~ for T by

Note that if mEN and ,\ > 0 then

since n!k! ~ (n + k)! ~ 2n +kn!k! for all H, kENo. Now consider the Gevrey vectors
for weighted strongly elliptic operators H of order m. Since Doo(H) = .1'00 by Theorem
3.4, one has G,\(H) = G,\(H) and we ca.n omit the closure in the subsequent discussion.
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Because H is an operator of order m it then follows by an elementary counting argument
that

for all A > O. The converse inclusion

(12)

is not valid in general. One can provide simple counterexamples by taking A so small
that the space X>'(U) is trivial. More interestingly, in Example 7.8 we construct a unitary
representation, a self-adjoint weighted strongly elliptic operator H and a A > 0 such that
both spaces Gm>.(H) and X>'(U) are dense in X, but unequal. We next prove, however,
that for all A ~ 1 the converse inclusion (12) is valid.

Theorem 6.1 If (X, G, U) is a continuous 1'epresentation then

for all A ~ 1.

Proof We only have to prove (12). Following [Rob1] we first reduce it to a problem on
Lipschitz spaces.

First, note that Gm>.(H) ~ DOO(H) = Xoo by Theorem 3.4.
Next fix p E [1, (0) and I E (0, m). We temporarily denote the space (X, Xm)")'/m,p;K

by X")'' with norm" ·11")', and the corresponding subspace of en-vectors by X")';n with norm
II· 11")';n. Let H")' be the restriction of H to X")' and let

X~\ = {x E Xoo : 3c,t>OVaEJ(d)[IIAC>xll")' ~ et11c>llllalll>']} .

Then X.¢ ~ X>'(U) since Ilyll ~ Ilyll")' for all y E X,,),, Moreover, since Xm is continuously
embedded in X")' there exists Cl > 0 such that Ilyll")' ~ clilyllm for all y E Xm • By adding
a large constant to H, if necessary, it follows from Theorem 3.4 that there exists C2 > 0
such that Ilyilm ~ c211H2yli for all y E D(H2). So if x E Gm>.(H) and c, t > 0 are such that
IIHnxl1 ~ etnnlm-\ for all n E No it then follows that

IIH~xll")' ~ clc21lHn +2xll ~ CIC2etn+2(n +2)lm>. ::; clc2cf'+2(2n+221)m>'n!m>.

So Gm>.(H) ~ Gm>.(H")'). Therefore the theorem is proved once we establish that

Gm_\(H")') ~ X'¢ .

The main problem in the proof of the weighted case compared with the proof of the
theorem in the Euclidean case, [Rob2] Theorem 11.3.1, is that for a general multi-index a

with Iiall > m one cannot find multi-indices 13 and I with 111311 = m such that a = (13, ,),
the concatenation of 13 and ,. If, however, the length 10'1 is large enough, then there must
be an i E {I, ... , d} such that the multi-index a contains at least m/wi times the index i.
The key observation is that one can move these indices to the left. This will introduce a
number of commutators and structure constants from

L
kE{l, ... ,d}

W,,:$wi+Wj-l
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Let N1 = (mjwI-I)+ .. .+(mjwd-I)+ 1 and N2 = dNI max(mjwb"" mjwd)' Then
it follows by taking into account the first N1 indices that for all a with 101 ~ N1 there exists
icx E {I, ... , d} and for all n E {I, ... , N2} there exist Ccx,n E {ct : i,i, k E {I, ... ,d}} U {O}
and f3cx,n E J(d) with lIf3cx,nll ::; 11011 - 1 such that

N2
A Q = A~/Wio A"Yo + '" C A.8o,n .

t a ~ o,n
n=l

(13)

Let M1 = max{lcfjl : i,i, k E {I, ... , d}}. We may as well assume that M1 ~ 1. Moreover,
let N3 = N1 max(wI, ... , Wd). Then \01 ~ N1 for all a with 11011 ~ N3. Note that N3 ~ m.

By adding a large constant to H we may assume that lIyll"Y ::; IIHyll"Y for all y E X oo '

Let M, M 2 > 0 be such that

for all y E Xoo • These constants exist because of Corollary 5.5. Now let x E Gm>.(H>.).
There exist a, c > 0 such that

IIHnxll_, ::; acn(mn)'\

for all n E No. For all p, q E No define

Cp,q = max IIA cx Hqxll"Y ,
IIcxll~p

dp,q = max IIHA cx Hqxll"Y
Ilcxll~p

Then Cp,q ::; dp,q for all p, q E No. For all a E J(d) with 11011 ::; N3 and all q E N we have

IIHA cx Hqxll"Y ::; A1111rxll"Y;N3+m

::; !vIA12 II Hq+N3+mx II_I

::; aAl A12cq+N3+m(m(q + N3 + m))!-"

::; aAlA12cq+N3+m(mq)!'\(mN3 +m2)!-"2(mq+mN3+m2 )-"

= alcHmq)!>' ,

for some constants aI, CI > 1, independent of q and o. So

(14)

for all p ::; N3 and q E No.
We shall prove that there exists bl ~ 2 such that

(15)

for all p, q E No. The proof is by induction on p. If we have proved this then

II Acxx ll"Y ::; clIQII,o ::; dllcxll,o ::; alb~Qllllolp>.

for all a E J(d) and x E X~'.
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Let a E J(d), q E N and suppose that p = II all ~ N3 . Then it follows from (13) that

N2

IIAcv Hqxll'Y ::; II A:/wiQ AI'Q Hq:rll'Y + 2:: Iccv,nIIl A,6a,n Hqxll'Y
n=l

N2

::; .MIIHA'YQ Hqxll'Y + 2:: MdlA,6a,n Hqxll'Y
n=l

So
Cp,q ::; 1\1dp-m,q + N2 M1Cp-l,q

for all p ~ N3 and q E No. By iteration of this inequality it follows that

p-N3 -l

Cp,q ::; 111 2:: (N2Jl1ltdp-m-n,q + (N2lv[1)P-N3CN3,q
n=O

(16)

(17)

for all p ~ N3 •

Now the operator H consists of a finite number of terms, say N4 , and each of these terms
consists of at most Ns = max(rnjwll"" m.jwd) operators Ai, so for all a E J(d) it follows
by the condition on the structure constants that [H, ACV] can be written as a linear combi
nation of A,6's with 11;311 ::; Iiall + m - 1, the sum consists of at most N4 Nsiaid terms and
the only constants involved are the structure constants. So [H, ACV] = E~~~!>lcvld bcv,kA'Ya,k
for some bcv,k with Ibo,kl ::; All and lI/o,kll ::; 110'11 +m - 1. Hence

1Ll'ldN.N!>

IIH ALl' Hqxll'Y ::; II ACtHq+l:z: II'Y + 2:: \ba,kIIlA-(Q,k Hqxll'Y
k=l

for all q E No. So
(18)

for all p, q E No.
Now we prove (15) for all p, q E No. If p ::; N3 then (15) is valid because of the estimates

(14). Let pEN, P > N3 and suppose that (15) is valid for all smaller p and all q E No.
Then it follows from (17), the induction hypothesis and (14) that

P- N3- l

::; M 2:: (N2lv[ltdp-m-n,q+l + (N2111dP-N3CN3,q+l
n=O

p+m- N3-2
+pdlvIl Jl1N4 Ns L (N2Ml t dp-n-l,q +pdMlN4Ns(N2MdP+m-l-N3CN3,q

n=O
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p-N3 -l

~ At L eN2Mln!albr;-m-nc1+l(p + mq - n)!'\ + eN2M1 (p - N3)!alcfl3(mq + m)!'\
n=O

p+m-N3-2

+ pdN/lN/N4Ns L eN2Mln!albr;-n-lcHp + mq - n - 1)!'\
n=O

where we have used the inequality an $ ean!. Since,\ ~ 1 we have n!(p + mq - n )!,\ $
(p+ mq)!'\. Also (p - N3)!(mq+ m)!'\ $ (p+ mq - (N3 - m))!'\ $ (p+ mq)!'\ since N3 ~ m.
Similarly pn!(p + mq - n - 1)!'\ $ (p +mq)!'\ and p(p + m - 1 - N3)!(mq)!'\ $ (p + mq)!'\.
So

00

dp,q $ albicHp +mq)!'\(NJeN2Mlclbim L bin + eN2M1 b;P
n=O

00

+ dl\/IM N4NseN2Ml bi l L bin + dJ\!JlN4NseN2MlblP)
n=O

$ albicHp + mq)!'\bi l (2l\leN2Mlcl + eN2Ah + 2dl\ll M N4NseN2Ml + dMlN4NseN2Ml)

If we take bl larger than the quantity between the brackets it follows that

and the theorem has been proved.

7 Exanl.ples

o

In this section we illustrate the theorems with some examples. We begin with an application
of the foregoing results to the anharmonic oscillators mentioned in the introduction.

Example 7.1 Let G be the simply connected Heisenberg group, U the standard irreducible
unitary representation of G in X = L2(R) and aI, a2, a3 a basis in the Lie algebra 9 of G
such that Al = -iP, A2 = iQ and A3 = iI, where P and Q are the self-adjoint operators
in L2 (R) given by (PJ)(x) = if'(x) and (QJ)(x) = xf(x) for all f E C~(R) and x E R.
Then [aI, a2] = a3 and a3 is central It is well known tha:t ,1'00 is equal to the Schwartz'
space S.

Let j, kEN. We consider the operator

on several domains Two natural domains are the Schwartz space Sand D(Q2k) n D(P2i ).

Let do = gcd(k,j). Define the weights WI = kjdo, 102 = jjdo and 103 = 1. Then 10 = kjdr;2.
Moreover, the condition on the structure constants in Theorem 3.3 is satisfied. Let C be
the weighted strongly elliptic form such that

H = dU(C) = (-I)j A~j +(-1) kA~k +(-1)kj/do A;kj
/ do
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with domain D(H) = X2kj/do' Then it follows from Theorem 3.3 that the operator H
is self-adjoint. But Theorem 5.S.1 states that H is closed, so in fact the operator H is
self-adjoint. Moreover,

by Theorem 5.8.IV. Thus
H = p2j + Q2k + I .

An application of Corollary 3.5 gives that the Schwartz space S = Xoo is a core for H. So
the operator

p2j + Q2k\S

is essentially self-adjoint and its closure equals p2j + Q2k. Next, Theorem 5.8.II together
with Theorem 5.8.IV gives

for alll E N. Proposition 4.4 gives that the kernel on the Heisenberg group corresponding
to the semigroup generated by the operator H is positive if, and only if, the operator H is
the harmonic oscillator, i.e., j = k = 1. (However, if j = 1, or k = 1, or j = k = 2, then
there exist other groups G' such that the kernel of the semigroup generated by H has a
positive kernel on G', e.g., if j = 1 then the Lie algebra of G' is generated by al and a~.)

Next we argue that the spectrum of p2j + Q2k + I is a countable discrete set, with
a possible accumulation point at infinity, and each point in the spectrum corresponds to
an eigenvalue with finite multiplicity. Let B = {<p E L 2(R) : 1I<p11 S 1}. By Theorem
5.S.II there exists c > 0 such that IIH-IxI12kj/do S cllxll for all x E X. Hence the set
(P2 + Q2)(P2j + Q2k + I)-I(B) is a bounded set in L2. Since the inverse (P2 + Q2)-1 of
the harmonic oscillator operator is compact, it follows that the set the closure of the set

is compact in L2. Therefore, the operator (P2 j + Q2k + I)-I is compact. From this the
above claim follows.

Finally let <Ph <P2,' .. be an orthonormal basis in L2 of eigenvectors of p2j + Q2k + I.
Then

<pn E Doo (p2 j + Q2k + 1) = Xoo = S

for all n E N by Theorem 3.4.1. \Ve can, however, obtain much more information about
the smoothness of the eigenfunctions by use of Gevrey vectors.

For the rest of this example it is preferable to change the notation and take

WI = k , 'W2 = j , WI = 1 .

Then H = p2j +Q2k + I is a weighted elliptic operator of order m = 2jk. For all (Y, f3 > 0
the Gel 'fand-Shilov space S~ is defined by

S~ = {<p E S : 3c,t>o'v'I,neNo sup Ixn't~,(I)(x)1 S ct l+nn!cx l!.6}
reR
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(see [GeS] Section IV.3.3). These spaces are dense in L 2(R) if, and only if, a + 13 ~ 1
([GeS] Sections IV.S.2 and IV.SA). Moreover, one can replace the supremum norm in
this definition by an L2 norm (["Vlo] §29.5) and one is allowed to change the order of the
individual Q and D = -iP's in QnDI (see [Els] Theorem 11). Therefore we obtain the
following characterization for the weighted Gevrey vectors:

X"'(U) = sj;

for all A > O. So the space X-'(U) is dense in X if, and only if, A~ (j + k)-l. It follows
from Theorem 6.1 that

S~-' - G'· (p2i + Q2k))A - T2Jk.\

for all A ~ 1. (If we did not change the weights the identity would be valid for all
A ~ (gcd(j, k))-l.) Equalities of this kind were obtained before in the various special
cases:

• j = k = 1 and A~ 1/2, (see [Zha]),

• j = 1 or k = 1 and A = (j + k)-l, (see [EGP]),

• j/k E Nor kjj EN and A = min(ljj, l/k), (see [Go03], Theorem 6.1).

If one replaces the operator p 2i + Q2k by its restriction to the Schwartz space S then the
equality has also been estahlished in the following cases, (see [EIE])j

• A ~ max(ljj, 1/k),

• j = 1 or k = 1 and A ~ min(ljj, l/k).

The equality of the two spaces has been conjectured by Van Eijndhoven and De Graaf,
[EiG], Conjecture II.2.7, in all non trivial cases, i.e., A ~ (j + kt1

• (Obviously equality
fails if A < (j +kt1

.) The proof of Theorem 6.1 enables us to verify this conjecture.

Theorem 7.2 If j, I..~ E N then

S k.\ - G'. (p2i + Q2k)
J'\ - T2)k,\

for all A ~ (j + k)-1.

Proof We show that G2jk-,(P2i + Q2k) ~ X-'(U). Most of the proof is the same as the
argument used to establish Theorem 6.1, so we describe the differences. In fact, in the
present situation one does not need to translate the problem to the Lipschitz spaces since
a unitary representation has the optimal regularity property, Theorem 5.S.11.

Since [AI, A2] = iI and a3 is central in the Lie algebra one obtains

for all a, 13 E J(d) and i,l E {l, ... ,d} with ICill::; 1 and IITII = lIall + 111311. This implies
that one actually has II13a,nll ::; IIall- j - k in (13) instead of merely l113a,nll ::; IIali - 1. As
a result one obtains the recurrence relation
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instead of (16). So by iteration one obtains that

N

Cp,q ~ 111 I.:(N2 .i\-f1tdp-m-n(j+k),q + (N2J\.fd N+1CN3,q
n=O

where N = [(p - N3 )/(j + k)] for all p ~ N3 , we now assume, in addition, that N3 ~

j + k + 112 and where [s] denotes the integer part of a real number s. Since [H, AQ] now
can be written as a sum of AIJ with 11,811 ~ 11011 + 112 - j - k, instead of the condition
11,811 ~ 11011 + 112 - 1, one has the recurrence relation

instead of (18). Using the induction hypothesis one deduces that

N
dp,q ~ M L eN2Mln!albf-m-n(j+k)c~+1(p + mq - n(j + k))!o\

n=O

N'
+ pdJ\.f111fN4 Ns L eN2A/ln!albf-n(j+kl-j-kci(p+ mq - n(j + k) - (j + k))!o\

n=O

with N' = [(p + 112 - (j + k) - N3 )/(j + I.:)]. Now consider the factorials in the four terms.
In the first term one has

n!(p + 112q - n(j + k))!" = (n!i+k)I/(j+kl(p + rnq - n(j + k))!o\

~ (n(j + k))!l/(j+kl(p + 112q - n(j + k))!"

~ ((n(j+I.:))!(p+112q-n(j+k))!)" ~ (p+112q)!" ,

where we have used that ,,\ ~ (j + k )-1. Similarly,

(N + 1)!(112q + 112)'0\ ~ ((j + k)(N + 1) + 112q + 112)'0\

~ (p + 112q - (N3 - 112 - j - k))!" ~ (p + 112q)!"

Here we have again used N3 ~ 112 +j + I.~. The factorials together with the p in the third
term can be estimated as follows;

pn!(p + 112q - n(j + k) - (j + k))!"

~ (pi+k(p + 112q _ (j + I.~))!)"

~ (p(p - 1) ... (p - j - k + 1)2i+k(p + 112q - (j + k))!)"

~ 2U+k)"(p +112q)!" ,
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since p > N3 ~ j + k +m ~ 2(j + k). Finally,

p(N' + l)!(mq)!'\ ::; (zJ+k(p +mq - (j + k) - (N3 - j - k - m))!)'\

::; (p(p - 1) ... (p - j - k +1)2j+k (p +mq - (j + k)) !),\

::; 2(j+k),\(p +mq)!'\ .

Then one deduces as before that dp,q ::; albic!(p +mq)!'\ if bl is large enough. o
Corollary 7.3 If j, kEN then the eigenfunctions 'PI, 'P2, ... of the operator p2j + Q2k
belong to the Gel 'fand-5hilov space 5:/8::/. In particular the eigenfunctions 'Pn can be
extended to entire functions into the complex plane and they satisfy the growth bound

I ( + . )I< _alxlu+kl/j+blylu+kl/j'Pn x zy _ ce

for all x, y E R, for some constants a, b, c > 0, depending on n, or, equivalently,

I ( )1 < blzl(;+kl/J'Pn z _ ce , I ( .'II < _alxl(;+kl!J'Pn x, _ ce

for all z E C and x E R.

Proof The Gel'fand-Shilov space 5:/8::/ consists precisely of all functions with these
analyticity properties and growth bounds, see [GeS] Section IV.2.3 and pp. 220-221. 0

This corollary fully answers positively a question in [Go03], p. 468: each eigenfunction
is an entire vector (see [Go02]) for the group Cd in [Go03]. The next corollary answers
several questions raised by Gundersen [Gun78], p. 311, in case j = 1 and n a natural
number.

Corollary 7.4 For n > 0 let P be the semigroup generated by the operator HI/n. Then
the range n = Ut>oPt(L2(R)) of P equals S:/8::/ ifn::; 2jkj(j + k) and it equals S:fg~~
ifn ~ 2jkj(j + k). In particular, ifn < 2j then any element ofn can be extended to an
entire function in the complex plane and if n = 2j then any function in n can be extended
analytically to a horizontal strip {z E C : I1m zI ::; T}.

Proof The range n of P is equal to the space 0 1(H 1/n) of analytic vectors for HI/n (see
[Rob2] Lemma 11.2.1). But G1(H 1/n) = Gn(I!). So if n ::; 2jkj(j + k) then

n = On(H) ~ G2jk/(j+k)(H) = 5:/8::/
by Theorem 7.2. If n is large one can apply immediately Theorem 7.2.

The statements about analytic continuation into the complex plane follow from [GeS]
Section IV.2. 0

The next corollary generalizes [Goo3] Theorem 6.1(iii)

Corollary 7.5 Let 'PI, 'P2, ... be an orthono1'1nal basis of eigenfunctions of the operator
p 2j + Q2k with eigenvalues III ::; /l2 ::; ... , respectively, and let A ~ (j + k)-l. Then a
function 'P E L2(R) belongs to 5j~\ if, and only if, there exists t > 0 such that

I(lPn, 'P) I= O(e_tll~/(2jk>.»)
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Proof This follows from Corollary 7.4, the semigroup property of the semigroup P in
that corollary and the spectral theorem. 0

It is also possible to estimate the eigenvalues /In. If j = k = 1 then /In = n. But if
j = k > 1 then for each £ > 0 there is a ).E 2:: 0 such that

and a ).~ ~ asuch that

by the Garding inequality. Therefore, by the minimax theorem,

which establishes that It n grows asymptotically like n j • Similarly, if j is an integer multiple
of k, or vice-versa, one may use the estimates of [Tit], page 144, to deduce that Iln grows
like n2jk/U+kj. It is expected that this conclusion is valid for all j, kEN.

Remark Theorem 7.2 and its corollaries remain valid if the operator p2j +Q2k is replaced
by any other weighted strongly elliptic operator of order 2jk.

Now we present an example which shows that a condition on the structure constants is
necessary, e.g., a theorem like Theorem 5.8 is wrong if one replaces the condition

L
kE{I, ...d},

Wk~Wi+W)-1

by

Example 7.6 Consider the simply connected Heisenberg group G as in Example 7.1 but
with the weights WI = 102 = 1 and 103 = 2. Then G is stratified. Let). E R be in the
spectrum of the operator p4 + Q4 + I. Then the operator

is a weighted strongly elliptic operator. It is not hypoelliptic, however, if V is the left
regular representation in L 2 (G) by the Helffer-Nourigat theorem, [Hel] Theorem 2.1, since
the operator dU(C), with U the irreducible unitary representation as above, is not injective.
Therefore the norms '-P 1---7 IIdV(C)'-P1i and '-P 1---7 N4 (<p) are not equivalent on C~(G) by
the same theorem of Helffer and Nourigat. Therefore the operator dV(C) cannot satisfy
Theorem 5.S.II, by a scaling argument.

Next we consider in more detail the non-simply connected Heisenberg group G = A(R)
and show that the space Xn is not generally invariant under the representation, even if the
representation is unitary and n is an even multiple of w.
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Example 7.7 Let G = R x R x T with multiplication given by

(aI, b2, zd 0 (a2' b2, Z2) = (aI + a2, bI + b2, zIz2eiatb2)

Next let
00

X = EBYn
n=I

where Yn = L2(Rjdx). Then for each (a,b,z) E G and f - (fn)neN E X define
U(a, b, z)f E X by

(U(a, b, z)J)n(x) = zneibnx fn(a + x)

It follows that (X, G, U) is a strongly continuous unitary representation. Let aI, a2, aa be
the standard basis in the Lie algebra 9 of G. Then [aI, a2] = aa. We take the weights
WI = W2 = 2 and W3 = 3. Then W = 6.

If P, and Q, are the self-adjoint operators in L2 (R;dx) such that

(P.f)(:r) = if'(x) ,

(QJ)(x) = ixf(x) ,

for all f E C~(R) and x E R then

(Ad)n = -iPIn ,

(Ad)n = i11.Qfn ,

(A3J)n = i11.In ,

where Ai = dU(ai). Next consider the weighted strongly elliptic operator

H = -A~ - A~ + A~

and remark that

for all I E D(H).
By Example 7.1, the operator p 6 +Q6 +I has a discrete spectrum, so let 'l/J E L2(R j dx)

be an eigenvector of p6 + Q6 + I with eigenvalue 0:. For all 11. E N define c.pn E L2(R; dx)
by setting

Then lIc.pnll = 1 and

(P6 + 11.6 Q6 +n4I)c.pn = (11.3 (0: -1) + 11.4)<pn

for all 11. E N. Next let (An)neN E P(N) and consider f = (fn)neN E X where fn = An<Pn.
It follows from the above that f E X12 if, and only if, f E D(H), Le., if, and only if,

00

L 111.
4 An l

2 < 00 •

n=I

But if t > 0 and 9 = exp(tad then (U(g)J)n(X) = In(x + t) and

(A~U(g)J)n(x)= _n6 x6 fn(x + t) = _11.6x6 An11.l/4t1'(nI/2(x + t))
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Moreover

1: dx 1- n
6
x 6 Annl/4'l/J(nl/2(x + t)W = 1: dx In6 (n-1

/ 2x - t)An'l/J(x)12

=i: dx l(n6 t6 +... +n3x6
)6An'l/J(X )1 2

Hence U(g)1 E D(A~) if, and only if,

Thus by appropriate choice of AI, A2, ... one can arrange that 1 E X12 but U(g)f ~ X12•

Consequently X2w is not U-invariant.

Finally we give an example which establishes that the inclusion (12) is not generally
valid.

Example 7.8 Let G = 5U(2) and choose a basis al,a2,a3 of 9 such that [al,a2] = a3,
[a2, a3] = al and [a3' al] = a2. We take the weights WI = W2 = 2 and W3 = 3. Further
define

L+ = al - ia2 , L_ = al + ia2

in the complex enveloping algebra of g. For every I E {O, ~, 1, ...} there exists a unique
irreducible unitary representation 7r1 of G in a Hilbert space XI of dimension 21 + 1. Let
el,_I, el,-I+1l' .. , el,l be an orthonormal basis for .1'1 such that

d7rI(L+)el,m = Jl(l + 1) - m(m + 1) el,m+!,

d7rt(L_)el,m = Jl(l +1) - 111(m - 1) el,m-I,

d7rl(a3)el,m = imel,m

for all mE {-1, ... , 1}. Now let

and

U = EB 7r1
1

IE{O'2""}

Then U is a unitary representation of G in X. Next let Ai = dU(ad and introduce the
weighted strongly elliptic operator

H = (-A~ - A~)3 + A~

of order m = 12. Then H is self-adjoint and it follows from Theorem 6.1 that

for all A 2: 1. Moreover, since all weights are at least 2 it follows from Nelson's theorem
that the space X"(U) is dense in X for all A 2: 1/2. Obviously G12,,(H) is dense in X and
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X.A(U) ~ G12.A(H) for all .\ > O. Now for each .\ < 1 we construct an x E G12.A(H) such
that x f/. X.A(U). This shows that

for all ..\ < 1.

Let ..\ < 1. For all t E R let [t] denote the integer part of t, i.e., the largest integer
which is less than or equal to t. Let

I t follows from

that
00 00 00

IIHnxll2 = L: e-2N([N3.A]3 + [N3.\]4)2n ~ 22n L: e-2NN 24n.\ ~ 22n (24n)!.A L: e-(2-.A)N
N=O N=O N=O

00

~ (12nW'\224n,\+2n L e-(2-.\)N
N=O

for all n E No. So :z: E G12,\(H).
Now suppose that x E .1"\(U). Then there exist c, t > 0 such that

Ilxli n ~ etnn!'\

for all n E No. We have to distinguish two cases.
Case 1: ..\ > 1/3. Let kEN be such that (9..\ +3)k > (12"~ + 2).\.

The operator H can be written as a sum of 9 monomials AD' with 110'11 = 12. So by an
elementary counting argument one obtains that

IIHkNdU(L_)Nxll ~ 9kN2NII:z:II(12k+2)N ~ c9kN2Nt(12k+2)N((12k + 2)N)!.\

~ c(2. 9k(12k + 2)(12k+2).At 12k+2)N(NN)(12k+2).\

for all N E N. However,

IIHkNdU(L_)Nxll ~ e-NIIHkNdU(L_t e[N3.\],[N3.\] II
and

dU(L_)N e[N3.\],[N3.\] = f3N e[N3.\J,[N3.\]-N

for some f3N E R, with f3N ~ 1. :Moreover,

He[N3.\],[N3.\]_N = (([N3.\] + 2[N3'\]N - N 2)3 + ([N3.\] - N)4)e[N3.\],[N3.\]_N

So

But
e-N(NN)(9,\+3)k > c(2. 9k(12k + 2)(12k+2).\t12k+2)N(NN)(12k+2).\

for large N and so by contradiction one concludes that x f/. X.A(U).
Case 2: ..\:S 1/3. This case can be treated as before if one uses HNdU(L_ )[N3.\] instead
of H kNdU(L_ )N.
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